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Abstract.  For the first time we present results of shearography measurements on 

fiber reinforced plastics samples being thermally excited using a flash sequence. 

Similar to lock-in shearography, flash shearography permits yielding higher 

contrasts and signal-to-noise ratios than conventional shearography and obtaining 

depth information of defects. For this, shearographic measurements are continuously 

taken during cooling of the samples. The resulting stack of images is afterwards 

analyzed with regard to selected frequencies using Fourier-transformations. 

Depending on the chosen frequencies and on the sample’s material, defects can be 

detected up to different depths. We find that flash shearography yields results of a 

quality similar to that of lock-in shearography while enabling much shorter 

measurement times. Utilizing the novel multiple-flash shearography which excites 

the device under test with a burst of flashes, it is for the first time possible to heat 

the structure with a sequence of flashes with adjustable flash duration, voltage and 

energy. This creates the possibility to use lower energy pulses, thereby reducing 

maximum surface temperatures and thermal stresses while leaving the detectability 

of defects unimpaired. Corresponding references measurements were carried out 

with the help of high speed thermography. 

 

 

1. Introduction  

Shearography is a nondestructive testing method based on interferences of sheared speckle 

patterns [1]. Due to conventional shearography being a fast full field inspection technique, 

it has become a widely accepted method for the testing of tires, especially for aerospace 

applications [2, 3]. Moreover, in recent years inspection of fiber-reinforced plastics has 

become more and more established [4]. 

In contrast to conventional shearography, which observes the differences between 

phase images of a test object under load and in an unloaded state, flash shearography 

captures multiple images during the test object’s cooling after contactless excitation with a 

thermal pulse. Since a pulse can be represented as a continuous range in the frequency 

domain, flash shearography, similar to lock-in shearography, allows to observe the 

sample’s response at frequencies lying in the pulse’s frequency band. The thermal depth of 
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penetration being frequency dependent, flash shearography offers the potential to gain 

access to depth information of defects. Besides, owing to the multitude of captures higher 

resolutions and signal to noise ratios compared to conventional shearography can be 

achieved, too. In our work, we explore the possibilities and limitations of flash 

shearography and analyze the practicability of multiple-flash shearography, dividing a 

strong single pulse into several lower-energy pulses, thereby reducing surface temperatures 

and thus thermal stress. Similar studies have already been carried out with thermographic 

systems [5]. 

2. Methods 

For conventional shearography, we use a 1200 W HEDLER C12 halogen spotlight to 

thermally excite the test sample. Flash shearography is done with the help of two different 

systems: 1) The flash lamp VH1-6000 and the flash generator Tria 6000 S by HENSEL-

Visit GmbH & Co. KG, Würzburg. This combination enables single pulses with a duration 

of 1.3 ms to 2.2 ms and energies up to 6 kJ. 2) The flash lamp VH3-6000 and a customized 

flash generator, which were developed in a research project between Hensel Visit and SKZ. 

This allows producing a burst of up to six flashes with adjustable flash duration, temporal 

distance between the flashes and flash energy. Here the maximum energy depends on the 

number of flashes and ranges from 1.9 kJ for six flashes to 6.0 kJ for a single flash. The 

developed pulse generator will be commercially available soon. 

We used two different test objects as measurement samples: Sample A, a carbon 

fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) in which cylindrical millings with different diameter and 

depth were inserted. The diameter decreases from top to bottom and the depth increases 

from left to right. The dimensions of the sample, which is shown in Figure 1 a) and b) are 

11.50 cm x 25.50 cm x 0.64 cm. Sample B is a glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) with 

millings of varying geometries and depths and overall dimensions of 

16.50 cm x 20.00 cm x 0.60 cm (Figure 1 c) and d)). 

Using a commercially available shearography sensor, provided by isi-sys GmbH, 

Kassel, and an own customized software, we perform four kinds of shearographic 

measurements: 

 

1. conventional shearographic measurements whose results stem from the phase 

difference images of measurements of loaded and unloaded sample-states, 

2. lock-in shearographic measurements which use periodical excitations of the test 

object and frequency selective evaluations of the measurement data, 

3. flash shearographic measurements: Here the sample is excited with one single flash 

pulse, shearographic images are captured during the cooling of the sample and the 

resulting image is obtained by pixelwisely Fourier-transforming the stack of 

acquired images and subsequently assigning the resulting amplitude at a chosen 

frequency to the corresponding pixel, 

4. multiple-flash shearographic measurements: Instead of a single pulse, here we 

excite the sample with a series of flash pulses and continuously take shearographic 

measurements during the sample’s cooling period. Apart from this, data processing 

and measurement evaluation is identical to single-flash shearography. 
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Fig. 1. Photographic images of the examined samples. CFRP sample A, front view in a) and rear view in b). 

GFRP sample B, front view in c) and rear view in d). During the measurements the samples were thermally 

excited and the shearographic images taken facing the flat front sides. Moreover, both samples’ front sides 

were coated with a graphite layer in order to maximize light absorption and to avoid reflections in the case of 

sample A and a direct view of the defect structures in the case of sample B. The graphite coating is only 

visible in the picture of sample A. Sample B was not coated when taking the photos. 

3. Results 

Figure 2 shows a comparison of a conventional and three flash lamp excited shearographic 

measurements of sample A. While the results of the conventional measurement allow a 

relatively unclear and blurred detection of three full rows of defects and of the two deepest 

millings of the fourth and fifth row, the flash measurement at 6000 J excitation energy 

enables a much clearer and rich in contrast observation of three full rows. Flash energies of 

3000 J and 1500 J only lead to very noisy and blurry images. A high energy of the exciting 

flash pulse is thus essential for the success of a measurement (N.B.: Short sample – flash 

lamp distances can compensate for lower lamp energies. Our setup featured a distance of 

about 50 cm.).  

Similar to lock-in shearography, flash shearography allows to evaluate the measurement 

data at different frequencies in order to obtain depth information. In contrast to lock in 

shearography, where several time-consuming measurements at different frequencies have to 

be carried out, flash excitations allow to obtain the necessary data with a single 

measurement series in much shorter periods of time. Figure 3 demonstrates the visibility of 

defects up to different depths depending on the excitation/evaluation frequency using lock-

in and flash shearography. It is moreover observable that flash excitation results in images 

of a similar quality to those obtained by lock-in measurements.  

 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Fig. 2. A comparison of a conventional and three flash-excited shearographic measurements on sample A. 

a): Conventional, halogen spotlight-excited amplitude image. b), c) and d): Flash lamp (VH1-6000) excited 

measurement results with 6000 J, 3000 J and 1500 J pulse energy, respectively. Pulse durations were 2200 µs. 

Data of the flash measurements were evaluated at a frequency of 30 mHz. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. a)-c): Lock-in shearography measurements at 10 mHz, 20 mHz and 40 mHz. The halogen lamp was 

operated at 840 W and a distance of approx. 1 m. d)-f): Flash shearography measurements using flash lamp 

VH1-6000 with a single pulse of 6000 J, pulse durations of 2200 µs and evaluations at 10 mHz, 20 mHz and 

40 mHz.  
 

In order to quantize these findings, we define a “defect contrast” by manually 

constructing a rectangle around each defect and by calculating the difference between the 

highest and the lowest amplitude each of these rectangles contain. Figure 4 presents these 

defect contrasts, averaged over the rightmost row of columns, for conventional, lock-in and 

flash shearography. As the results reveal, lock-in and flash offer defect contrasts of a 

similar order of magnitude, with lock-in results being slightly better. Contrast values for 

conventional shearography in contrast lie at about half of those of flash measurements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) flash, 6000 J 

c) flash, 3000 J d) flash, 1500 J 

conventional a) 

a) b) c) 

d) e) f) 

lock-in, 10 mHz lock-in, 40 mHz lock-in, 20 mHz 

flash, 10 mHz flash, 20 mHz flash, 40 mHz 
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Figure 4. Mean defect contrast values of the defects in the rightmost columns of the subfigures in Figure 3 

and of the rightmost column of the conventional measurement in Figure 2 a). 

Since high energy flash pulses can lead to momentary heating-ups of several 

hundred °C for a few ms (cf. Figure 7), flash shearography can irreversibly damage the test 

object [6]. The small defect on the lower border of all images in Figure 3 for instance was 

caused by a 6000 J flash pulse which led to melting and leakage of the CFRP’s resin and 

resulted in a small delamination near the sample’s surface. A compromise between the 

short measurement times of flash shearography and the low excitation energies of 

conventional, continuously excited shearography can be reached by dividing the energy of 

a single pulse into a burst of several pulses. Results of this multi-flash shearography are 

depicted in Figure 5. As can be seen, the overall image quality of the single- and multi-

pulse measurements is similar, the multi-flash results even allowing a slightly better 

detection of the small millings than the single-flash image. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of single pulse and multi pulse flash shearography. As indicated above the figures, a 

single pulse was used for subfigure a), four pulses for b), five for c) and 6 flash pulses for subfigure d).The 

overall energy input was in each case 6000 J, the evaluation frequency 45 mHz. The pulse durations were 

2100 µs for 4 pulses, 2200 µs for 5 pulses and 1500 µs for 6 pulses. The time interval between the pulses was 

200µs. The measurements took 18 s during which 100 phase images were captured. Flash lamp VH3-6000 

was used. Due to the differences in light focussing between VH1-6000 and VH3-6000, the results of the 

single flash measurements here and in Figure 2 differ. 
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Similar results were obtained for sample B and are illustrated in Figure 6. 

Comparable to the CFRP sample, only little differences are discernible between the 

measurements taken with different numbers of flash pulses as all result images distinctly 

show the six deepest wedges and the uppermost rectangular milling on the left side of the 

sample. Furthermore they all rudimentarily allow the detection of the three vertical millings 

and the three deepest wedges and the three lower millings on the sample’s left end. 

 
The maximum surface temperature of sample A, measured with a high-speed 

thermography camera during a separate measurement, is plotted in dependence of the 

number of pulses and the excitation energy in Figure 7 [6]. As expected, lower overall 

pulse energies and higher numbers of pulses lead to a decrease of the maximum surface 

a) b) 1 puls 2 pulses 

c) d) 4 pulses 3 pulses 

e) f) 6 pulses 5 pulses 

Fig. 6. Shearographic images of sample B after excitation with flash lamp VH3-6000. The total 

input energies were in every case 1650 J. Pulse durations were 3000 µs for the single pulse, 

700 µs for 2 pulses, 400 µs for 3 pulses, 300 µs for 4 pulses, 250 µs for 5 pulses and 200 µs for 

6 pulses. The temporal distance between the individual flashes was 100 ms, the evaluation 

frequency 20 mHz. During the measurement, 200 phase images were captured in 35 s.  
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temperature. Compared to a single pulse, a burst of six pulses reduces the maximum surface 

temperature by approximately 35 %. The temperature values indicated in Figure 6, 

however, cannot be considered as representative surface temperature values, since the 

radiation emitted by the flash lamp’s plasma is reflected by the sample surface, partially 

scattered into the camera and thus leads to measurement values which tend to be higher 

than the actual surface temperature [6]. 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

We examined flash shearographic measurements and compared them to conventional and 

lock-in shearographic methods. Flash shearography allows quick depth-sensitive 

measurements of a quality similar to those of lock-in shearography, although exerting high 

thermal stresses on test samples. In order to sidestep this drawback, we used multi-pulse 

flash shearography, dividing high excitation energies into several lower-energy pulses and 

demonstrated the consequential reduction of sample surface temperatures at consistently 

good image qualities. 
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Fig. 7. Measured maximum surface temperature values in dependence of the total excitation 

energies for various numbers flash pulses. Excitation was done via flash lamp VH3-6000 and 

temporal pulse distances of 150 ms [6]. 
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